F250 power door lock relay location

Hard to start yesterday,drivers side window,power door locks wont work,either by buttons on
both doors or on key fob. Other windows work! Replaced Battery checked door lock fuse,still no
drivers side window or door locks. I have the same problem. I have the problem again and so far
haven't figured it out. Im having the same problem on my nissan altima , power windows don't
work all doors power locks dont work all doors the blinkers dont work , hazard lights do work, i
re placed the bcm relay and the power locks work and blinkers not the windows but after a day
the relay burns. Show 29 more comments. The most likely cause of your problem is the master
switch in the drivers door. The windows and the locks are on two separate circuits. The only
part that these two have in common is the master switch. Of course it is also possible that the
wiring harness between the driver side door and cowl is corroded and that some of the pins are
to corroded or even broken off and do not make contact. Also check that you have good and
tight positive and negative battery cable connection to the battery posts. Wiggle the cables a
bit. Try wiggling relay 68 it might just not make good contact or is stuck. Pulling the fuse or
breaker cuts the power and resets the circuit. Good Luck and let us know how it is going. Get
the four screws out and slowly ply open the master switch. Clean the upper circuit board with
light acohol wipe. Look for brownish spots. Drive off and everything will work normal again.
Show 5 more comments. I thought that I heard this hear before but you disconnect the battery
terminals and hold them together for 15 or more minutes then reconnect them. This has worked
for me before but again I am having the problem and it's not working. Need help fixing it. So was
replacing 3 of 4 blown out Speakers and left key on on last one opps dead battery After jump
start no Driver window or Pwr locks.. Went on the old interweb found this page and did the Pwr
cable thing for 30min. I have to agree with Bobby from above. This happened to me, checked all
fuses, 8 on my truck, obviously I know its just my drivers side window and locks, but thought i'd
check it anyway. Show 11 more comments. Duane Jordan. I removed control panel on the
drivers door with the switches for locks and windows. After disconnecting the battery, touching
the terminals and checking the fuses with no luck, I tried this suggestion and it worked! I
removed the unit from the door panel and removed the circuit board from its housing. After
about 30 seconds of hair blower heat I heard a click. I reinstalled and my windows and locks
worked once again. My issue started with a dead battery, so I don't know why this worked, but it
did. Thanks Duane for your input! I am actually blown away by this, I didn't think would work,
but brought the whole housing unit inside from my 06 H3 and used the hair dryer for a few
minutes, took it back out and plugged it and it works again! I recently had the problem with the
driver window and power locks not working. Happened after battery died. Tried
everything-unhooked cables for 45 minutes, clicked them together, replaced battery, checked
lock default options, unplugged control unit, checked connections and wiring. Still nothing.
Finally tried taking it apart, making sure the connections were alright and buttons worked, then
heated it with a heat gun for a few minutes. Didn't hear any popping noises but once I put it
back together and back in Didn't expect it to Saves a lot of money I would have had to pay to get
it fixed. After battery went dead on my H3 dash cam drained it , driver's window and door locks
were inop after I re-charged the batt. Checked fuse 8 and relay Both were good. Popped out
driver's door switch assembly used thin screw driver on forward and rear edges-- clips are in
those locations. Removed blue and white wire harnesses and heated switch assembly with a
hair dryer for a few minutes. Heard two loud clicks. Reassembled harnesses, turned key on and
all systems were operational. Show 2 more comments. Press and hold the power door lock
button until the DIC display shows the current door lock mode. To view the next available mode,
press and hold the reset stem until the mode appears. Release the reset stem and press and
hold again to view the next mode. Once the desired mode is shown on the DIC display, briefly
press the reset stem to set your choice. The DIC display then clears. Lock 1 default : On
vehicles with an automatic transmission, this mode locks all of the doors when the vehicle is
shifted out of PARK P and unlocks all of the doors when the vehicle is shifted into PARK P.
Lock 3: On vehicles with an automatic transmission, this mode locks all of the doors when the
vehicle is shifted out of PARK P. The doors will not automatically unlock. While I was working
on the truck, I left the radio on and listened to my favorite music, for about a hour,. After
finishing job I was ready to go for a test ride,. The driver side window was stuck down, and all
door locks would not work, all the other windows went up and down as they should, but still no
drivers window, or door locks,! I checked all fuses, even 68 relay but still could not find
problem, I drove 18 miles in 30 degree weather at nite, got home and was very confused with
this truck.! The next day I took master control unit out of door disconnected all wires, cleaned
pins etc, and put back together, also I took off positive and negative battery cables off battery,
cleaned them , put them back on and tightened good, Well , I turned the key and everything
worked,??? I went to dealer as this still did not make any sense to me, he told me that when the
battery starts to get low in voltage the computers will sense some thing wrong and will start

shutting down non-essential items in truck, drivers window and locks first, then other things
like turn signals, driving lights, heater motor,!!! Man this truck has had me pulling my hair out,
But still love my H3. My girl friend has a H3 also, now I need to tackle her problem, no heater
motor, no heat or AC. I had this problem on mine so I know what it is, still a pain, and all
computer related. Good luck all and good nite. I know this is about 4 year later : but I came
across this issue today with my H3 and found this thread while searching for solutions. After
trying a few of the solutions mentioned here my Dad and I decided to just take the door panel
off. I pulled the control panel out and put it back together, then with dielectric grease on the
plugs and the fuses were good.? I read all of the other advice and tips around this issue and
had to complete all of the above to resolve my exact same issue after replacing a dead battery.
Problem was finally corrected after a driving around for several errands and restarting the
vehicle about 4 times over a 5 hour period. Did all of the above 3 times on my Finally I pulled the
door switch and took it apart 4 screws cleaned the contacts and re assembled. Just be careful
when taking it apart Now I don't know if it was the cleaning of the switch or the new battery the
old one had good power but was 6 yrs old so I figured what the heck Either way the only thing I
did differently with the battery on my 3rd attempt was to leave it disconnected longer, appox 45
mins while I ate dinner. When I went back and connected it, everything worked. Thanks to all the
posters for your assistance. Great info and it saved my cheap! Removed switch from door
removed 3 screws on bottom of switch took completely apart removed plastic pins and cleaned
out with can of air and windows works and so does power locks. Easy fix. I Have had this
problem before and if you have any aftermarket remote car start it scrambles the bcd body
control module and whenever you disconnect the battery it will do this also as it causes the
computer to get confused and stuck in between modes eventually the car will go back to normal
its just a matter of time. Thank you for info. Driver power window and door locks lost signal.
Removed Pos and Neg battery connections waited 5 minutes hooked battery back up problem
solved. Harris harrisdale. H3 left a door open over night ran battery down, boosted and then the
problem with the driver door and power locks started. Was told when battery goes low it sets off
the problem just need to reset it by unplugging the battery for 5min. Give it time it does reset!
The first fix to try when ever any part of your window and door control panel or any electrical
function for that matter does not work or is not working correctly is to disconnect the negitive
battery cable, that's the non hot side. Leave the hot side connected. By leaving the negative
cable disconnected over night the computers will reset and solve a lot of electrical issues. If
nothing else this give you a potential very easy fix and has worked for me on many make of cars
and trucks. Had the same issue drivers door lock and power window not working and I read all
of the solutions posted. I did get it resolved doing the following;. Driving the car, stopping and
waiting for several minutes and shifting the gear lever in and out of gear along with a fully
carged battery will solve it most of the time. If not, then it may be the switch indicated in the
other postings. Think the combined action of charging the battery and the driving soved it
because all was well about 3 hours after driving around doing errands. Just happened to me. I
took master panel out and unplugged everything and put it back together. It works fine. My
battery was a little low so I think this is wht set it off. I love my h3 but it sure has some strange
design flaws. Barbara Merkel. I had the same problem as listed above: The driver door window
and locks stopped working out of nowhere. I printed the solutions and gave them to my
husband. He found that one battery terminal was slightly loose - not much - and there was slight
corrosion on the terminal post as well. He disconnected the battery terminals, cleaned the
posts, left them disconnected for about 20 minutes, put them back on and TA DA Boy, I sure am
glad I didn't take this issue to a mechanic; no telling what the charge would have been. I had
this problem on and off for a few months. On the master board are three relays. I ordered them
at mouser. I replaced them and it hasn't happened since. As a long time master mechanic, I
really have to advise against removing the positive cable-always remove the negative cable
from the battery. Hit the same metal removing a negative cable and nothing will happen. Be
careful out there! Joshua Pausha. Try this. There is a grey clip where the all wires enter your
drivers door. Make sure the clip is facing down. My battery went dead and when it was charged
none of the door locks would work in the H3 or even the remote. Also every window would roll
down except for the drivers side. I read that when the battery gets weak then the computer
shuts down nonessential electronics based on importance. Simple fix is to take the positive
lead off your batter for about 30 mins or so and reconnect Taking the battery lead off resets
everything! I did this today and all is well!! Linda Slade merlotelnino. After reading all the
resolutions and ideas, I had my husband print this out and he took apart the control panel,
cleaned it well - did use the blow dryer LOL , and once he put it back together - the driver
window now works as do the power locks! I'm so happy. Three weeks without all that was very
frustrating to say the least. Thanks to all who took the time to post all the ideas and problems.

Fix Your Stuff. Back Answers Index. View the answer I have this problem too Subscribed to new
answers. Is this a good question? Yes No. Voted Undo. Score Hi my door lock button does not
work at all. The All-New. The high performance electronics repair kit. Chosen Solution. Was this
answer helpful? Does this also apply to a ??? I still love my H3. If you have tried all the methods
here and nothing seem to work just chill. Change your H3 battery terminals if you still have the
factory one. The factory battery terminals don't get good contacts and get corrode. Remove the
master switch from the driver door Side Panel. On low speed. Assembly everything back
together and plug it back into the driver side. Enjoy your H3 Ekow. Thanks you guys, you all just
saved me plus dollars. Most Helpful Answer. This is easy stuff Forget fuses.. Was your battery
Low or dead before this Happen? Here is What you have to do. Disconnect your battery.. Just
the positve cable red Important part Did just like you said and my locks are working again! I just
did this and now everything works. This post should be at the top. THEN, pulled the Positive
cable off battery for 5 minutes Good Luck! Duane Jordan Rep: 85 1 1. Score 7. Thanks Duane
Jordan for the good info!! Do not remove the key from the ignition. The following are the
available modes: Lock 1 default : On vehicles with an automatic transmission, this mode locks
all of the doors when the vehicle is shifted out of PARK P and unlocks all of the doors when the
vehicle is shifted into PARK P. Score 5. But what about the window :-? Well my answer doesn't
cover the window, ego, mine is most likely wrong ;-. John Rep: 25 1. Hi fellow H3 owners, this
window problem just happened to me, It all started with doing a brake job, new calipers, rotors
and. I hope this short story will help someone else who might have same trouble. Score 2. Hi all,
I have the fix. Hope this helps anyone who finds this thread now. Score 1. Ken Rep: 25 1.
Andrew Rep: 13 1. Kenny Rep: 13 1. Harris harrisdale Rep: 13 1. John Rep: 13 1. I did get it
resolved doing the following; -make sure the battery is fully charged, no corrosion on the
battery post or leads -check the fuse, replace if blown -drive the car for at least an hour with
multiple stops turning the car off for several minutes Driving the car, stopping and waiting for
several minutes and shifting the gear lever in and out of gear along with a fully carged battery
will solve it most of the time. Good luck. Tom Rep: 13 1. Barbara Merkel Rep: 13 1. Thank you
for taking time to post your solutions to these problems; it sure does help!! Cedd4 Rep: 13 1.
Joshua Pausha Rep: 1 2 1. It sound like the motor to the window is dead. Score 0. Why would
the motor to the power window stop the power door locks from working ;-? Hey guys, Try this.
Linda Slade merlotelnino Rep: 1. Hi Guys, i found the switchboard of the fuse is faulty as not
function very well I was thinking either ECM or BCM but it was the fuse board due short in the
circuit. Add your answer jim fleming will be eternally grateful. View Statistics:. Ad vertisements.
The power distribution box is located in the engine compartment. How to check the fuses? How
to replace a blown fuse? Why do car fuses blow? Types of automotive fuses. Table of Contents.
Fuse box location. Fuse box diagrams. Learn more: How to check the fuses? We use cookies to
ensure that we give you the best experience on our website. If you continue to use this site we
will assume that you are happy with it. Ok Privacy policy. Power telescoping mirror switch
Demand lamps - underhood and illuminated visor battery saver. Ignition switch feed, Passenger
compartment fuses 28, 43 and 45, Engine compartment starter relay coil 57 Diesel engine ,
Engine compartment starter relay diode gasoline engines. Power telescoping mirror switch,
Demand lamps - underhood and illuminated visor battery saver. Ignition switch feed, Passenger
compartment fuses 28, 42, 43, 44, and 45, Engine compartment starter relay coil 57 Diesel
engine , Accessory shutoff control module if equipped Diesel engine , Engine compartment
starter relay diode gasoline engines. Steering wheel control module, Diagnostic connector,
Satellite radio module, Power fold mirror relay, Remote keyless entry. Moon roof, Auto dimming
mirrors, Power invertor, Driver and passenger door lock switch illumination. Steering wheel
control module, Diagnostic connector, Power fold mirror relay, Remote keyless entry. Fuse box
diagram fuse layout , location and assignment of fuses and relays Ford F, F, F and F , , , , , If
electrical parts in your vehicle are not working, the system may have been overloaded and
blown a fuse or tripped a circuit breaker. Before you replace or repair any electrical parts, check
the appropriate fuses or circuit breakers. To check a fuse, look at the silver-colored band inside
the fuse. If the band is broken or melted, replace the fuse. The fuse panel is located below and
to the left of the steering wheel by the brake pedal. Remove the panel cover to access the fuses.
To remove the fuse panel cover, pull the panel downward by the finger slots on top of the panel.
When the top clips of the panel disengage, let the panel fall easily. To reinstall the cover, align
and engage the two hooked clips at the bottom of the cover onto the instrument panel, then lift
the panel and press the top clips firmly into place. An auxiliary relay box is located on the
left-hand front side of the engine compartment. Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for
the website to function properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures basic
functionalities and security features of the website. These cookies do not store any personal
information. Any cookies that may not be particularly necessary for the website to function and

is used specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents
are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running
these cookies on your website. Always disconnect the battery before servicing high current
fuses. Always replace a fuse with one that has the specified amperage rating. Using a fuse with
a higher amperage rating can cause severe wire damage and could start a fire. Never replace a
broken fuse with anything other than a new fuse. Use always an intact fuse of the same color. If
a fuse blows again contact a qualified service center. Main Page. This website uses cookies to
improve your experience. We'll assume you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you wish.
Close Privacy Overview This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you
navigate through the website. Out of these cookies, the cookies that are categorized as
necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic
functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and
understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with
your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of
these cookies may have an effect on your browsing experience. Necessary Always Enabled.
Non-necessary Non-necessary. A relay is an electromagnetic switch operated by a relatively
small electric current that can turn a much larger electric current on or off. The heart of a relay
is an electromagnet a coil of wire that becomes a temporary magnet when electricity flows
through it. As the name suggests, many relays are incredibly sensitive pieces of electronic
equipment and produce only small electric currents. But often we need them to operate bigger
pieces of apparatus that use bigger currents. Relays bridge the gap, making it possible for small
currents to activate larger ones. That means relays can work either as switches turning things
on and off or as amplifiers converting small currents into larger ones. When power flows
through the first circuit, it activates the electromagnet, generating a magnetic field that attracts
a contact and activates the second circuit. When the power is switched off, a spring pulls the
contact back up to its original position, switching the second circuit off again. The input circuit
is switched off and no current flows through it until something either a sensor or a switch
closing turns it on. The output circuit is also switched off. A door lock relay can be located in
four different places on a vehicle, including:. Commonly the computer will override the relay
circuit when using a keyless remote access to the locks, routing the power through the alarm
system provided that the vehicle is equipped with an alarm of some sort. A key can still
manually unlock the doors. The following step-by-step guide will walk you through replacing
this part in the event that it fails. Having all of the necessary tools and materials prior to starting
the work will allow you to get the job done more efficiently. Step 1: Position the vehicle. Park
your vehicle on a flat, hard surface. Make sure that the transmission is in park. Step 2: Secure
the vehicle. Place wheel chocks around the tires. Engage the parking brake to the lock the rear
tires and keep them from moving. Step 3: Install a nine-volt battery saver. Plug the battery saver
into your cigarette lighter. This will keep your computer live and keep your settings current in
the vehicle. Step 4: Open the hood and disconnect the battery. Remove the negative post from
the battery terminal. This disconnects the power to the door lock relay. Step 1: Find the door
lock relay. Go to the breaker panel on the wall next to the brake pedal. Using a diagram, locate
the door lock relay. Step 2: Remove the old door lock relay. With a pair of needle nose pliers,
pull out the relay. Step 3: Install the new door lock relay. Get the new relay out of its package.
Install the new relay into the slot in which the old one sat. Remove the panel that covers the
area under the stereo. Locate the door lock relay next to the computer. Using a pair of needle
nose pliers, pull out the old relay. Install it into the slot in which the old one sat. Step 4: Replace
the panel. Reinstall the panel that covers the area under the stereo. Step 1: Remove the glove
box. Remove the glove box so that you can get to the screws that hold the finishing panel above
the glove box in place. Step 2: Remove the finishing panel above the glove box. Undo the
screws holding the panel in place and remove the panel. Step 3: Remove the passenger air bag.
Undo the bolts and nuts that hold the passenger air bag in place. Then lower the air bag and
disconnect the harness. Take the air bag out of the dashboard. Step 4: Locate the door lock
relay. Find the relay within the dash area you just opened up. Step 5: Remove the old door lock
relay. Step 6: Install the new door lock relay. Step 7: Replace the passenger air bag. Plug in the
harness to the air bag and lock the tab. Reinstall the bolts and nuts to secure the air bag. Step
8: Reinstall the finishing panel. Place the finishing panel back into the dash above the glove box
compartment and screw in all the fasteners that were used to hold it in. Step 9: Replace the
glove box. Reinstall the glove box back into its compartment. If you had to remove the air
cylinders, be sure to put them back on the correct height adjustment setting. Open the hood if it
is not already open. Locate the relay next to the cluster of different relays and solenoids. Step 1:
Reconnect the battery. Hook up the negative battery cable to the negative terminal. This will
supply power to the new door lock relay. Step 2: Operate the door lock switches. Locate the

door lock switches on the front doors and try the switches. If everything was done properly, the
locks should now operate correctly. If you still cannot get the door locks to work after replacing
the door lock relay, then there may be further diagnosis of the door lock switch or a possible
electrical failure of the door lock actuator. You can always Ask a Mechanic to recieve quick,
detailed advice from one of the certified mechanics at YourMechanic. If the problem does lie
with the door lock relay, you can use the steps in this guide to simply replace the part yourself.
However, if you would feel more comfortable having a professional do the job, you can always
contact YourMechanic to have a certified technician come and replace your door lock relay for
you. Our certified mobile mechanics perform over services, including diagnostics, brakes, oil
changes, scheduled mileage maintenances, and will come to you with all necessary parts and
tools. Our certified mobile mechanics make house calls in over 2, U. Fast, free online quotes for
your car repair. Service Location. Some computer codes that may be displayed for a failed door
lock relay include: B B B B B B B B B B B B The following step-by-step guide will walk you
through replacing this part in the event that it fails. Part 1 of 3: Preparing to replace the door
lock relay Having all of the necessary tools and materials prior to starting the work will allow
you to get the job done more efficiently. Materials Needed Allen wrench set Boxed end
wrenches Cross tip, or phillips head, screwdriver Disposable gloves Electrical cleaner Flat tip
screwdriver Needle nose pliers New door lock relay Nine-volt battery saver Ratchet with metric
and standard sockets Torques bit set Wheel chocks Step 1: Position the vehicle. Part 2 of 3:
Replacing the door lock relay For those located under the dash by the brake pedal: Step 1: Find
the door lock relay. For those located under the dash in the middle of the cab behind the stereo:
Step 1: Find the door lock relay. For those located under the dash behind the passenger air bag:
Step 1: Remove the glove box. Warning : Make sure that the battery has been disconnected
prior to removal of the air bag or serious injury may occur. For those located in the engine
compartment on the firewall on the passenger side: Step 1: Find the door lock relay. Part 3 of 3:
Testing the new door lock relay Step 1: Reconnect the battery. You can now remove the
nine-volt battery saver from the cigarette lighter. Home Articles. The statements expressed
above are only for informational purposes and should be independently verified. Please see our
terms of service for more details. Excellent Auto Repair Ratings. YourMechanic Auto Repair.
Related Articles. Excellent Rating. Rating Summary. Carlos 17 years of experience. Request
Carlos. Chrysler Concorde - Battery - Burbank, California. I will request him specifically from
now on. Knowledgeable, personable and just an all around good experience. Fully prepared too.
Steven 14 years of experience. Request Steven. Very happy with service. Augie 31 years of
experience. Request Augie. Augie was very professional was running late but kept me up to
date on arrival. Determined one of the services needed I diagnosed wrong took off bill and
ordered new part for repair. I would defiantly use Augie and my mechanic again. Ejnar 29 years
of experience. Request Ejnar. EJ was great! Came out for diagnostic and it turned out to be a
simple fix and we got it done the same day! Great guy, great service and on time! Need Help
With Your Car? Related articles. Symptoms of a Bad or Failing Door Striker Plate If your car
door rattles, feels loose, moves up and down when shut, or is difficult to close, you may need to
replace the door striker plate. Read more. Every so often you need to lubricate your car door
locks and hinges. Use silicone spray, white lithium grease, or graphite to lubricate door hinges.
Keeping Keeping a vehicle safe is usually one of the top priorities that a vehicle owner w
kia 2004 spectra
2014 ford f150 pickup
ford explorer sport trac 2002 manual
ill have. There are a number of mechanisms on a car that help to keep the contents inside of the
car safe. On the Related questions How do I set the memory seat and other memory settings? If
equipped, your vehicle can hold two different memory settings at any one time. These settings
can control seat position and angle, pedal position, radio station, and side view mirror
adjustment. They can also be operated with the remote keyless Driver side door lock button not
working, and passenger side sliding door makes a buzzing noise Hi there. These door issues
are common on this vehicle. Most of the time the main issue is the master door lock switch on
the driver door. It sounds like you already replaced that. As for the sliding door problem, The
body control module BCM controls the interior lights for this vehicle. The BCM gets inputs for
the interior lights to come on by any one of the door switches or the interior light switch. If any
one of Browse other content. How can we help? Read FAQ.

